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THE ANDERS TECHNOLOGY SOLUTION

 X As their organization grew, St. Louis Medical Clinic found that they had 
outpaced their previous provider’s capacity and expertise

 X Operating systems were nearing or at end-of-life date but still running 
critical lines of business operations, with network hardware too old to 
keep up with the demands of staff

 X An increase in remote workers necessitated more secure connectivity 
to protect end users both on-premise and in the cloud

 X To ensure compliance with HIPAA, they needed a partner familiar with 
health care regulations guiding privacy protection

 X Anders Technology advisors installed a new Meraki core network to ensure 
St. Louis Medical Clinic’s users could work without technological disruptions

 X To improve performance and email security, advisors migrated St. Louis 
Medical clinic’s email to Microsoft 365 

 X VPN capabilities were upgraded for remote end users to securely connect to 
the network

 X Advisors remediated end of life operating systems with a migration to Azure

 X Anders Technology advisors devised a strategic plan to augment St. Louis 
Medical Clinic’s existing staff with experienced, specialized professionals

 X As St. Louis Medical Clinic’s needs changed over the course of their 
partnership with Anders, the strategic plan evolved accordingly to continue 
providing the necessary level of support

“ ”
Anders provided a great outcome. We are still engaged, growing and confident Anders 
can accommodate the growth. We benefitted from their great support, their local, extensive 
knowledge base and the quality of service.

Mindy Powell, CEO/Administrator
St. Louis Medical Clinic

PROTECTING PATIENT PRIVACY AND 
PROVIDING SCALABLE SOLUTIONS FOR 
ST. LOUIS MEDICAL CLINIC
Anders worked with the St. Louis Medical Clinic to replace outdated 
equipment and augment in-house IT staff with specialized professionals to 
create a more secure and efficient technology environment.  


